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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on alternative speech communication
based on Cued Speech. Cued Speech is a visual mode
of communication that uses handshapes and placements in
combination with the mouth movements of speech to make
the phonemes of a spoken language look different from
each other and clearly understandable to deaf and hearingimpaired people. Originally, the aim of Cued Speech was to
overcome the problems of lip reading and thus enable deaf
children and adults to wholly understand spoken language.
In this study, we investigate the use of Cued Speech not only
for perception, but also for speech production in the case
of speech- or hearing-impaired individuals. The proposed
method is based on hidden Markov model (HMM) automatic
recognition. Automatic recognition of Cued Speech can be
served as an alternative speech communication method for
individuals with speech- or hearing impairments. This article presents vowel and consonant, and also isolated word
recognition experiments for Cued Speech for French. The
results obtained are promising and comparable to the results
obtained when using audio signal.
1. INTRODUCTION
Speech is often described as a unimodal process. However,
it is well known that speech is multimodal in nature, and includes modalities such as audio modality, visual modality,
touch modality, signal of muscles, articulatory speech, and
brain activity during speech production.
The audio modality describes the audible speech used
for communication between individuals without disorders
in speech perception and production. In addition, audio
modality includes inaudible speech produced when vocal
folds are not vibrating (i.e., whisper speech), and also tissueconducted Non-Audible Murmur speech [1]. Messages can
be also transferred using information produced by lips and
mouth, and by facial information. Cued Speech, a system
that uses handshapes in different positions to complement
lipreading, is a wholly visual speech system [2]. Speech can
be perceived and interpreted by touching, as in the Tadoma
technique. Tadoma is a technique that enables a person who
is both blind and deaf to receive and interpret speech. In addition, speech messages can be transferred through the activation signal of muscles during speech production [3]. Invisible
articulatory components i.e., tongue and velum is the motor
which makes link between the different modalities. Movements of the invisible articulators during speech production
also carry speech information [4, 5]. Also, some studies investigate the brain activity during speech production [6].
This work is supported by the French TELMA project (RNTS / ANR).
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Figure 1: Hand position for vowels (top) and handshapes for
consonants (bottom) in Cued Speech for French.

Alternative speech communication makes possible for individuals with impairments to communicate using their inborn abilities. A speech-impaired individual (after laryngectomy, for instance) can use gestures to transfer messages,
and a blind-and-deaf individual can use touch speech modality to perceive speech. Alternative speech can be also used
in education for pronunciation training for second language
learners, and for perception and production rehabilitation of
hearing impaired children. Since environmental noise does
not affect alternative speech, it can be used when the communication occurs in noisy environments. In addition, it can
be also used in situations when privacy in communication is
preferable.
To date, visual information is widely used to improve
speech perception, or automatic speech recognition (lipreading). With lipreading technique, speech can be understood
by interpreting movements of lips, face and tongue. However, even with high lipreading performance, speech without
knowledge of the semantic context can not be completely
perceived. To overcome the problems of lipreading and to
improve the reading abilities of profoundly deaf children, in
1967 Cornett developed the Cued Speech system to complement the lip information and make all phonemes of a spoken
language clearly visible. As many sounds look identical on
lips (e.g., /p/, /b/ and m), using hand information those
sounds can be distinguished and thus make possible for deaf
people to completely understand a spoken language using visual information only.
Cued Speech uses handshapes placed in different po-
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Figure 2: Parameters used for lip shape modeling.
sitions near the face in combination with natural speech
lipreading to enhance speech perception from visual input.
A manual cue in this system contains two components: the
handshape and the hand position relative to the face. Handshapes distinguish consonants whereas hand positions distinguish vowels. A handshape together with a hand position cue
a syllable. The advantage of Cued Speech is that improves
speech perception to a large extent for hearing-impaired people. Moreover, Cued Speech offers a complete representation
of the phonological system for hearing-impaired people exposed to this method since their youth, and therefore has a
positive impact on language development [7]. Fig. 1 describes the complete system for French. In Cued French,
eight handshapes in five positions are used.
The access to communication technologies has become
essential for the handicapped people. The TELMA project
(Phone for deaf people) aims to develop an automatic translation system of acoustic speech into visual speech completed
with Cued Speech and vice versa, i.e. from Cued Speech
components into auditory speech [8]. This project would enable deaf users to communicate between themselves and with
normal-hearing people through the help of the autonomous
terminal TELMA.
The Cued Speech paradigm requires accurate recognition
of both lip shape and hand information. Fusion of lip shape
and hand components is also necessary and very important.
Fusion is the integration of available single modality streams
to a combined one. Previously, several studies have been
made in automatic audiovisual recognition and integration of
visual and audio modalities, aiming at improving the performance of a recognizer under noisy environments [9].
In the first attempt for vowel recognition in Cued Speech
for French, in [10] a method based on separate identification, i.e., indirect decision fusion was used by the authors,
and 77.6% vowel accuracy was obtained. A similar study for
digit recognition in English Cued language was introduced
in [11]. Previously, the authors presented a method for automatic vowel recognition in Cued Speech for French based
on HMMs [12]. In the current study, vowel recognition is
further investigated, and the proposed method was extended
to also deal with consonant and isolated word recognition.
2. METHODS
The female native French speaker-employed for data recording was certified in transliteration speech into Cued Speech
in the French language. She regularly cues in schools. The
cuer wore a helmet to keep her head in a fixed position and
opaque glasses to protect her eyes against glare from the

halogen floodlight. The speaker’s lips were painted blue, and
blue marks were marked on her glasses as reference points.
These constraints were applied in recordings in order to control the data and facilitate the extraction of accurate features
(see [13] for details).
The data were derived from a video recording of the
speaker pronouncing and coding in Cued Speech a set of
262 French sentences. The sentences (composed of low predicted multi-syllabic words) were derived from a corpus that
was dedicated to Cued Speech synthesis. Each sentence was
dictated by an experimenter, and was repeated two- or three
times (to correct errors in pronunciation of words) by the cuer
resulting in a set of 638 sentences.
The audio part of the video recording was synchronized
with the image. An automatic image processing method was
applied to the video frames in the lip region to extract their
inner- and outer contours and to derive the corresponding
characteristic parameters: lip width (A), lip aperture (B), and
lip area (S) (i.e., six parameters in all).
The process described here resulted in a set of temporally
coherent signals: the 2-D hand information, the lip width
(A), the lip aperture (B), and the lip area (S) values for both
inner- and outer contours, and the corresponding acoustic
signal. In addition, two supplementary parameters relative to
the lip morphology were extracted: the pinching of the upper
lip (Bsup) and lower (Binf) lip. As a result, a set of eight
parameters in all was extracted for modeling lip shapes. For
hand position modeling, the xy coordinates of two landmarks
placed on the hand were used (i.e., 4 parameters). For handshape modeling the xy coordinates of the landmarks placed
on the fingers were used (i.e., 10 parameters). Fig. 2 shows
the lip shape parameters used in the current study.
In the vowel and consonant recognition experiments,
context-independent, 3-state, left-to-right with no skip
monophone HMMs were used. Each state was modeled with
32 Gaussian mixture components. In addition to the basic
lip and hand parameters, the first (∆) and second derivatives
(∆∆) were used, as well. For training and test 426 and 212
sentences were used, respectively. The training sentences
contained 3838 vowels and 4401 consonants, and the test
sentences contained 1913 vowels and 2155 consonants, respectively. Vowels and consonants were extracted automatically from the data after forced alignment was performed
using the audio signal.
For isolated word recognition experiments, 1450 isolated
words were recorded employing a different cuer than that
employed in the previous recordings. The vocabulary included 50 words, and each one was repeated twenty-nine
times. Twenty repetitions of each word were used to train
fifty, 6-state, whole word HMMs, and 9 repetitions were used
for test. For lip shape and handshape modeling , the same
kind of parameters as in vowel and consonant recognition
experiments were used. In this data recording session, the
recording constraints were eliminated by excluding the use
of the helmet by the cuer.
In automatic speech recognition, a diagonal covariance
matrix is often used because of the assumption that the parameters are uncorrelated. In lipreading, however parameters
show a strong correlation. In this study, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to decorrelate the lip shape
parameters and then a diagonal covariance matrix was used.
All PCA lip shape components were used for HMM training.
For training and recognition the HTK3.1 toolkit was used.
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Table 1: Phoneme-to-viseme mapping in the French language.
Consonants
Vowels
Viseme Phonemes
Viseme Phonemes
C1
/p/, /b/, /m/
V1
/Õ/, /y/, /o/
/ø/, /u/
C2
/f/, /v/
V2
/a/, /Ẽ/. /ı/
/œ̃/, /e/, / E/
C3
/t/, /d/, /s/
V3
/Ã/, /O/, /œ/
/z/, /n/, /ñ/
C4
/S/, /Z/
C5
/k/ , /g/
/ö/, /l/

The French language includes 14 vowels and 17 consonants. Based on similarities on lips, the 31 phonemes can be
grouped into 8 visemes. A viseme consists of phonemes that
look similar on mouth/lips. Table 2 shows the mapping of
French phonemes to visemes. Based on previous works, five
consonant-visemes and three vowel-visemes reflect the most
appropriate phoneme-to-viseme mapping [14].
Because of the nature of Cued Speech, for vowel recognition lip shape and hand position elements were integrated
into a single component using concatenative feature fusion.
For consonant recognition, lip shape and handshape elements
were integrated. The feature concatenation uses the concatenation of the synchronous lip shape and hand features as the
joint bimodal feature vector
(L)T

OtLH = [Ot

(H)T T

] ∈ RD

Table 3: Accuracy for three vowel groups considering similarities on lips.
Element
Vowel group Lips Lips+Position Audio
Group1
60.2
94.0
96.7
Group2
58.6
85.9
90.9
Group3
74.3
93.7
93.8
Average
64.4
91.2
93.8

Table 4: Vowel and consonant overall accuracy.
Element
Phonemes Lips Lips+Hand Audio
Vowels
59.4
85.1
91.5
Consonants 52.1
78.9
90.7
Average
55.8
82.0
91.1

lip shape modeling and also the vowel-viseme mapping. For
each viseme, a 3-state HMM was trained using the previously
described training data. The vowel labels in the phonetic
transcription were translated to include only three viseme labels. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of vowel-viseme
recognition. As can be seen, the vowel-visemes were recognized with high accuracy. More specifically, 96.1% viseme
classification accuracy was achieved (i.e., percentage of diagonal elements). Table 2 also shows that the partial error
corresponding to each viseme is uniform and almost equal.

(1)

3.2 Vowel recognition based on concatenative feature fusion

where OtLH is the joint lip-hand feature vector, Ot the lip
(H)
shape feature vector, Ot the hand feature vector, and D the
dimensionality of the joint feature vector. In vowel recognition experiments, the dimension of the lip shape stream was
24 (8 basic parameters, 8 ∆, and 8 ∆∆ parameters) and the
dimension of the hand position stream was 12 ( 4 basic parameters, 4 ∆, and 4 ∆∆ parameters). The dimension D of
the joint lip-hand position feature vectors was, therefore 36.
In consonant recognition experiments, the dimension of the
handshape stream was 30 (10 basic parameters, 10 ∆, and 10
∆∆ parameters). The dimension D of the joint lip-handshape
feature vectors was, therefore 54.

Based on concatenative feature fusion, experiments were
conducted for vowel recognition considering the similarities on lips. The aim was to investigate how the integration of hand position element improves the recognition accuracy when vowels belonging to the same class (i.e., viseme)
were recognized. As previously described, vowels which
show similarities on lips (visemes) cannot be recognized accurately using lip shape information alone.
Using the previously described phoneme-to-viseme mapping, the 14 vowels were classified into three groups and
three separate HMM sets were trained using the appropriate training data. In this way, each group included the most
confusable vowels based on lip shape. Table 3 shows the
obtained results. Using lip shape parameters only, the average vowel accuracy was 64.4% because of the high number
of confusions between similar vowels in each group. On the
other hand, by integrating also hand position element with
lip shape element, the average vowel accuracy was raised
to 91.2%, showing a 75.3% relative improvement compared
with using lip shape parameters alone. In this case, however, vowels belonging to the same group -based on lips
similarities- are distinguishable using hand position information. As a result the confusions between them drastically
decreased, which increases the recognition accuracy. Table 3 also shows the results when auditory parameters were
used. More specifically, the acoustic signal was parameterized using 12 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
and first and second derivatives, as well. As can be seen, in
the case of Cued Speech the performance is very close to the

, Ot

(L)

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Vowel-viseme classification using lip shape information
An experiment was conducted for recognition of the three
vowel-visemes in order to evaluate the proposed method for

Table 2: Confusion matrix of vowel-viseme recognition using lip shape information only.
V1
V2
V3
%correct %error
V1 583
3
20
96.2
1.2
97.2
1.5
V2 33 1039 23
V3 11
11
209
90.5
1.2
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Table 5: Accuracy for five consonant groups considering
similarities on lips.
Element
Consonant group Lips Lips+Shape Audio
Group1
66.2
88.1
98.2
Group2
83.1
96.3
98.7
Group3
50.5
81.1
97.2
Group4
82.9
93.0
98.6
Group5
59.1
86.6
96.7
Average
68.4
89.0
97.9

performance obtained when using the acoustic signal.
Table 4 shows the obtained results for the overall vowel
recognition using a common HMM set. Compared with using lip shape parameters alone, when fusion was applied a
63.3% relative improvement was obtained. It is also shown,
that results of vowel recognition in Cued Speech and those
obtained using the acoustic signal do not show significant
differences.

Figure 3: Word accuracy for isolated word recognition.

3.3 Consonant recognition based on concatenative feature fusion
In this section, experiments for consonant recognition in
French Cued Speech are introduced. Using concatenative
feature fusion, lip shape element was integrated with handshape element, and consonant recognition was conducted.
For handshape modeling the xy coordinates of fingers were
used, along with the first and second derivatives. In total 30
parameters were used for handshape modeling.
In a way similar to vowel recognition, the consonants
were classified into groups based on lip shape similarities,
and separate HMM sets were trained. Five HMM sets were
trained corresponding to the five consonant groups. Table 5
shows the obtained results. It can be seen, that using lip shape
and handshape information, significant improvements in accuracy were obtained compared with using lip shape parameters only. More specifically, a 65.2% relative improvement
was obtained when handshape element was also used. Table 5 also shows the results obtained when using the acoustic signal. It can be seen, that accuracies obtained using the
acoustic signal are higher. A possible reason might be the errors occurred in handshape recognition. However, results are
still comparable and promising also in consonant recognition
in Cued Speech for French.
Table 4 shows the obtained overall results for consonant
recognition. It is shown, that compared with using lip shape
parameters alone, when fusion was applied a 56% relative
improvement was obtained.
3.4 Isolated word recognition based on concatenative
feature fusion
In this section, isolated word recognition experiments in
Cued Speech for French are presented. Fig. 3 shows the results obtained in the function of several Gaussians per state.
In the case of a single Gaussian per state, using lip shape
alone a 53.3% word accuracy was obtained. When, however, handshape information was also used, a 95.8% word accuracy was obtained, showing a 91% relative improvement.
The highest word accuracy when using lip shape was 74%,

Figure 4: Word accuracy for isolated word recognition in the
function of acoustic noise.

obtained in the case of using 8 Gaussians per state. In that
case, the Cued Speech word accuracy using also hand information was 95.8%.
Fig. 4 shows a comparison between audio recognition and Cued Speech recognition in the function of several Signal-to-Noise (SNR) levels of acoustic noise. Office
noise at different levels was superimposed onto clean test audio data and recognition experiments were conducted using
clean HMMs. For the analysis of the audio signal, 12 MFCC
along with the first and second derivatives were used. Each
state was modeled with 8 Gaussian mixture components. It
is shown, that up to 30 dB SNR, the Cued Speech recognition performs better compared with the audio recognition.
The maximum word accuracy of audio recognition was 98%
in the clean case, slightly higher compared with the 96.4%
word accuracy of the Cued Speech recognition.
To show the effect of integrating hand information in isolated word recognition, PCA analysis was performed using
the means of the fourth state of each word-HMM. Fig. 5
shows a visualization of the words in the 3-D PCA space using lip shape alone, and Fig. 6 shows the visualization of the
same words when handshape was also integrated. It can be
seen, that using also hand information the words are much
better discriminated. As a result, the word accuracy was significantly increased.
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Figure 5: Location of the words in the 3-D PCA space when
using lip shape parameters
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Figure 6: Location of the words in the 3-D PCA space when
using fused lip shape and handshape parameters

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, vowel, consonant, and isolated word recognition in Cued Speech for French was presented in order to
investigate an alternative speech communication method for
individuals with speech- or hearing impairments. . Using
concatenative feature fusion, lip shape and hand information was integrated and automatic recognition experiments
were conducted with very promising accuracies. The final
aim of this study is to automatically recognize Cued Speech
for French using visual information alone, and then convert it
to a different modalities enabling human-human and humanmachine interaction for people with disorders using their existing abilities. Currently, collection of additional data is in
progress in order to realize automatic recognition for continuous Cued Speech recognition using larger vocabularies.
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